KANDID Workshop
AGENDA

Friday, June 2, 2023

7:30am  Registration

8:00am  Welcome – Cassie Karlsson, MD

8:05am  Title:  Screening Tools for Autism in the Primary Care Setting
Speaker:  Pam Shaw, MD

8:35am  Title:  Next Steps – What to do while waiting for diagnosis, what does a
diagnosis mean?
Speaker:  Zachary Blackhurst, PhD

9:35am  Break/Snack

9:50am  Title:  Common Medical Issues and How to Manage in Primary Care
Speaker:  Valarie Kerschen, MD

10:20pm Title:  Psychiatric Comorbidities through Childhood and Adolescence
Speaker:  Cassie Karlsson, MD

10:50am Title:  Transitions from Adolescence to Adulthood
Speaker:  Rachel Brown, MBBS and Kari Harris, MD

11:20am Title:  Resources Available to Kansas Families Panel Presentation
Speaker:  School representative, KDHE Part C, Families Together, CDDO
moderated by Polly Freeman

12:15pm  Lunch

1:00pm  Title:  Self Injury Behavior in Young Children
Speaker:  Jill Fodstad, PhD, HSPP, BCBA-D

2:00pm  Title:  Interactive Case Presentation – A Walk through Childhood
Speaker:  Cassie Karlsson, MD, Rachel Brown, MBBS

2:45pm  Break/Snack

3:00pm  Title:  Continue Interactive Case Presentation
Speaker:  Cassie Karlsson, MD, Rachel Brown, MBBS

4:00pm  Adjourn